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Choosing the Best Vacuum Source
When performing a Run-Rite fuel and induction cleaning service, 
you’ll need to connect your service tool to a manifold vacuum 
source.

The best source will usually be one closest to the throttle plate. 
This allows the cleaner solution to distribute evenly through all the 
cylinders, while giving it time to atomize properly before reaching 
the intake valves.

A couple warnings:

•	 Always connect your cleaning hose directly to the intake mani-
fold, as close to the throttle plate as possible.

•	 Never use the MAP sensor hose, or any hose that supplies 
vacuum to a computer system sensor or switch. This could 
affect engine operation during the service procedure, and could 
cause the system to set a trouble code.

•	 Always look for auxiliary pumps that can be downstream and 
hard to see.

•	 Avoid using the fuel pressure regulator vacuum hose. This will 
cause the system to run overly rich, and can burn out the cat-
alytic converter.

If there’s no other vacuum line available, you can “T” into the fuel 
pressure regulator hose, leaving the regulator connected during 
the service. But only use this procedure as a last resort.

In some cases, the best vacuum source will be the PCV; in others 
it may be the brake booster hose. Still others will require using a 
different source altogether.

For example, on a Ford 3.0L engine in the Taurus or Sable, the 
PCV hose is preferable to using the brake booster hose. That’s 
because the brake booster connects farther away from the throt-
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tle plate. The cleaner won’t distribute properly, and can cause the 
cleaner to pool and the engine to smoke on acceleration.

In this case, the PCV vacuum source is farther upstream, allowing 
the cleaner to distribute to all of the cylinders and atomize properly 
before entering the combustion chamber. So on these vehicles, the 
PCV hose is the better source for cleaning the intake.

Another example is the Nissan engine. In this case, neither the 
PCV nor the brake booster vacuum is a good source; the better 
vacuum source is the line to the EVAP canister. For this applica-
tion, you’ll need to use a small vacuum hose to connect the service 
kit to the intake nipple.

On smaller engines, it’s also important to raise the engine RPM 
during the intake service; generally between 1800 and 2000 RPM 
works best. Maintain that engine RPM throughout the cleaning 
process.

Once you’ve raised the engine RPM, set the control valve to allow 
the cleaner to run at a fast drip or a very thin stream.

Here’s a little ditty to help you remember: Small engines use a slow 
feed, but raise the idle speed.

Choosing the right vacuum source and adjusting the engine RPM 
and cleaner flow properly will provide more complete cleaning ser-
vice and more consistent results.
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